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We analyze the contributions of the one–pion–pole exchange, caused by strong low–energy in-
teractions, and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the Standard Model (SM) to the correlation
coefficients of the neutron β−–decays with polarized neutrons, polarized electrons and unpolarized
protons. We show that the contribution of the one–pion–pole exchange is of order 10−5. The
contributions of the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM are
compared with the contributions of G–odd correlations or the contributions of second class hadronic
currents of order 10−5 calculated by Gardner and Plaster (Phys. Rev. C 87, 065504 (2013)) and by
Ivanov et al. (Phys. Rev. C 98, 035503 (2018), Phys. Rev. D 99, 053004 (2019)). We find that in
case of vanishing tensor and pseudoscalar interactions beyond the SM the Fierz interference term
b can be induced of order b ∼ 10−5 by the one–pion–pole exchange, caused by strong low–energy
interactions.
PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 13.15.+g, 23.40.Bw, 26.65.+t
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the neutron lifetime and correlation coefficients of the neutron β−-decays with polarized neutrons, polar-
ized electrons and unpolarized protons are calculated within the Standard Model (SM) at the level of 10−3 including
the radiative corrections of order O(α/π) of and corrections caused by the weak magnetism and proton recoil of order
O(Ee/M) [1] – [14], where α, Ee and M are the fine–structure constant [15], an electron energy and the nucleon
mass, respectively. Such a SM theoretical background has allowed to make steps forwards investigations of contribu-
tions beyond the SM of order 10−4 − 10−5. The analysis of interactions beyond the V − A effective theory of weak
interactions [16–18] in the neutron β−–decays with different polarizations of massive fermions has a long history and
started in 50th of the 20th century and is continuing at present time [19]–[31] (see also [8, 9, 12, 14]). The most
general form of the Lagrangian of interactions beyond the SM has been written in [19]-[24], including non–derivative
vector ψ¯pγµψn, axial–vector ψ¯pγµγ
5ψn, scalar ψ¯pψn, pseudoscalar ψ¯pγ
5ψn and tensor ψ¯pσµνψn nucleon currents
coupled to corresponding lepton currents in the form of local nucleon–lepton current–current interactions, where
{1, γµ, γµγ5, γ5, σµν} are the Dirac matrices [32], With respect to G–parity transformations [33], i.e. G = C e ipiI2 ,
where C and I2 are the charge conjugation and isospin operators [32], the vector, axial–vector, pseudoscalar and tensor
nucleon currents are G–even and the scalar nucleon current is G–odd [34, 35]. According to the G–transformation
properties of hadronic currents, Weinberg divided hadronic currents into two classes, which are G–even first class and
G–odd second class currents [36], respectively. Thus, following Weinberg’s classification the non–derivative vector,
axial–vector, pseudoscalar and tensor nucleon currents in the interactions beyond the SM, introduced in [19]–[24], are
the first class currents, whereas the non–derivative scalar nucleon current is the second class one. The analysis of
superallowed 0+ → 0+ nuclear β transitions by Hardy and Towner [37] and Gonza´lez–Alonso et al. [31] has shown
that the phenomenological coupling constants of non–derivative scalar current–current nucleon–lepton interaction is
of order 10−5 or even smaller. This agrees well with estimates of contributions of the second class currents, caused
by derivative scalar ∂µ(ψ¯pψn) and pseudotensor ∂
ν(ψ¯pσµνγ
5ψn) nucleon currents proposed by Weinberg [36], to the
neutron lifetime and correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decays carried out by Gardner and Plaster [29, 30]
and Ivanov et al. [12, 13]. The contemporary experimental sensitivities 10−4 or even better [39] of the experimental
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2analyses of the parameters of the neutron β−–decays (see, for example, [40–42]) demand a theoretical background
for the neutron lifetime and correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decays with different polarizations of massive
fermions at the level of 10−5 [11–14]. As has been shown in [25]–[28] in the linear approximation the contributions
of vector and axial–vector interactions beyond the SM can be absorbed by the matrix element Vud of the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix and by the axial coupling constant λ (see also [9, 11–13]). As a result,
taking into account the constraints on the scalar interaction [37] and [31] the contributions of interactions beyond the
SM to the neutron β−–decay can be induced only by a tensor nucleon current [43, 44].
This paper is addressed to the analysis of contributions of the one–pion–pole exchanges, caused by strong low–
energy interactions [14, 35, 38], and pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM introduced in [19]–[24] to the neutron
lifetime and correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decays with different polarizations of massive fermions. For
the first time, the contribution of the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM to the electron–energy spectrum of the
neutron β−–decay with unpolarized neutron, electron and proton has been taken into account by Gonza´lez–Alonzo
and Camalich [45].
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we write down the amplitude of the neutron β−–decay by taking
into account the contributions of the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM. In
section III we calculate the contributions to the correlation coefficients of the electron–energy and angular distribution
of the neutron β−–decay caused by the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM. The
distribution is calculated for a polarized neutron, an polarized electron and an unpolarized proton. Apart from the
contribution δbps to the Fierz interference term, which has been calculated by Gonza´lez-Alonso and Camalich [45] but
without the contribution of the one–pion–pole exchange, all other corrections to the correlation coefficients induced
by the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM are calculated in this paper for the
first time in literature. In section IV we discuss the obtained results and compare them with the contributions of the
second class currents or the G–odd correlations calculated by Gardner and Plaster [30] and Ivanov et al. [12, 13].
The obtained results can be used for experimental analyses of the neutron β−–decays with experimental accuracies
of about a few parts of 10−5 [39].
II. AMPLITUDE OF THE NEUTRON β−–DECAY WITH CONTRIBUTIONS OF ONE–PION–POLE
EXCHANGE AND PSEUDOSCALAR INTERACTION BEYOND THE SM
Since the expected order of contributions of the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond
the SM is of about 10−5, we take them in the linear approximation additively to the corrections of order 10−4− 10−3
calculated in [1]–[31]. In such an approximation and following [9, 12–14] the amplitude of the neutron β−–decay we
take in the form
M(n→ pe−ν¯e) =
= −GF√
2
Vud
{
u¯p(~kp, σp)
(
γµ(1 + λγ
5) +
2Mλqµ
m2pi − q2 − i0
γ5
)
un(~kn, σn)
[
u¯e(~ke, σe)γ
µ(1 − γ5)vν¯(~kν¯ ,+1
2
)
]
+ u¯p(~kp, σp)γ
5un(~kn, σn)
[
u¯e(~ke, σe)(Cp + C¯P γ
5)vν¯(~kν¯ ,+
1
2
)
]}
, (1)
where GF and Vud are the Fermi couping constant and the CKM matrix element [15], λ is the axial coupling constant
with recent experimental value λ = −1.27641(45)stat.(33)syst. [40]. Then, up, un, ue and vν¯ are Dirac bispinor
wave functions of free fermions [9, 47]. The first term in Eq.(1) is written in agreement with the standard V − A
effective theory of weak interactions [16–18]. The term proportional to qµγ
5 defines the contribution of the one–
pion–pole exchange, caused by strong low–energy interactions [14, 35] (see also [46]) with the π−–meson mass mpi =
139.57061(24)MeV [15] and q = kp − kn = −ke − kν¯ is a 4– momentum transferred. This term is required by
conservation of the charged hadronic axial vector current in the chiral limit mpi → 0 [17]. In the second term
of Eq.(1) we take into account the contribution of the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM [19]–[24] with two
phenomenological coupling constants CP and C¯P in the notation of [9, 12, 13]. In the non–relativistic approximation
for the neutron and proton the amplitude of the neutron β−–decay in Eq.(1) takes the form
M(n→ pe−ν¯e) = −GF√
2
Vud2M
{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+λ
me
m2pi
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn][u¯e(1− γ5)vν¯ ]−
1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn][u¯e(Cp + C¯P γ5)vν¯ ]
}
, (2)
where ϕj for j = p, n are the Pauli spinorial wave functions of non–relativistic neutron and proton, and ~kp = −~ke−~kν¯
is the 3–momentum of the proton.
3III. ELECTRON–ENERGY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEUTRON β−–DECAY WITH
POLARIZED NEUTRON, POLARIZED ELECTRON, AND UNPOLARIZED PROTON
The electron–energy and angular distribution of the neutron β−–decay with a polarized neutron, a polarized electron
and an unpolarized proton has been written by Jackson et al. [21]. We use such an electron–energy and angular
distribution in the form [9, 11–13]
d5λn(Ee, ~ke, ~kν¯ , ~ξn, ~ξe)
dEedΩedΩν¯
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) ζ(Ee)
{
1 + b
me
Ee
+a(Ee)
~ke · ~kν¯
EeEν¯
+A(Ee)
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
+B(Ee)
~ξn · ~kν¯
Eν¯
+Kn(Ee)
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
E2eEν¯
+Qn(Ee)
(~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ke · ~kν¯)
EeE2ν¯
+D(Ee)
~ξn · (~ke × ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
+G(Ee)
~ξe · ~ke
Ee
+H(Ee)
~ξe · ~kν¯
Eν¯
+N(Ee) ~ξn · ~ξe +Qe(Ee) (
~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~ξe)
(Ee +me)Ee
+Ke(Ee)
(~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)EeEν¯
+R(Ee)
~ξn · (~ke × ~ξe)
Ee
+ L(Ee)
~ξe · (~ke × ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
− 3 Ee
M
1− λ2
1 + 3λ2
( (~ke · ~k )2
E2eE
2
− 1
3
k2e
E2e
)
+3
1− λ2
1 + 3λ2
me
M
( (~ξe · ~kν)(~ke · ~kν)
EeE2ν
− 1
3
~ξe · ~ke
Ee
)
+ 3
1− λ2
1 + 3λ2
1
M
((~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν)2
(Ee +me)EeE2ν
− 1
3
(Ee −me)
~ξe · ~ke
Ee
)}
, (3)
where ~ξn and ~ξe are unit polarization vectors of the neutron and electron, respectively, dΩe and dΩν¯ are infinitesimal
solid angels in the directions of electron ~ke and antineutrino ~kν¯ 3–momenta, respectively, E0 = (m
2
n−m2p+m2e)/2mn =
1.2927MeV is the end–point energy of the electron spectrum [9], F (Ee, Z = 1) is the relativistic Fermi function equal
to [48]–[50] (see also [4, 9, 11–13])
F (Ee, Z = 1) =
(
1 +
1
2
γ
) 4(2rpmeβ)2γ
Γ2(3 + 2γ)
epiα/β
(1− β2)γ
∣∣∣Γ
(
1 + γ + i
α
β
)∣∣∣
2
, (4)
where β = ke/Ee =
√
E2e −m2e/Ee is the electron velocity, γ =
√
1− α2− 1, rp is the electric radius of the proton. In
the numerical calculations we will use rp = 0.841 fm [51]. The function ζ(Ee) contains the contributions of radiative
corrections of order O(α/π) and corrections from the weak magnetism and proton recoil of order O(Ee/M), taken in
the form used in [9, 11–13]. Then, b is the Fierz interference term defined by the contributions of interactions beyond
the SM [52]. The analytical expressions for the correlation coefficients a(Ee), A(Ee) and so on, calculated within the
SM with the account for radiative corrections of order O(α/π) and corrections caused by the weak magnetism and
proton recoil of order O(Ee/M) together with the contributions of Wilkinson’s corrections [4], are given in [9, 11–13].
The last three terms in Eq.(3) appear just after the calculation of corrections of order O(Ee/M), caused by the
weak magnetism and proton recoil with M = (mn +mp)/2, where mn and mp are the neutron and proton masses,
respectively (see, for example, Eq.(6) of Ref.[9] and Eq.(25) of Ref[13]).
A direct calculation of the corrections, caused by the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction
beyond the SM, to the electron–energy and angular distribution yields
d5δλn(Ee, ~ke, ~kν¯ , ~ξn, ~ξe)
dEedΩedΩν¯
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
1
E0EeEν¯
×
{
Cps
[
λ
(
−me(~kp · ~kν¯)− (~kp · ~ke)(ζe · kν¯) + (~kp · ~ζe)(ke · kν¯)
)
+ (~ξn · ~kp)
(
meEν¯ + Ee(ζe · kν¯)− ζ0e (ke · kν¯)
)
+λ (~ξn × ~kp) ·
(
− Ee(~ζe × ~kν¯) + ζ0e (~ke × ~kν¯) + Eν¯(~ζe × ~ke)
)
+ C′ps
[
~ζe · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξn · ~kp) + λ
(
Ee ~kp · (~ζe × ~kν¯)
−Eν¯ ~kp · (~ζe × ~ke)−me ~kν¯ · (~ξn × ~kp)− ~ke · (~ξn × ~kp)(ζe · kν¯) + ~ζe · (~ξn × ~kp)(ke · kν¯)
)]}
, (5)
where Cps and C
′
ps are effective coupling constants equal to
Cps =
2
1 + 3λ2
(
λ
me
m2pi
E0 − E0
4M
Re(CP − C¯P )
)
= −1.47× 10−5 − 1.17× 10−4Re(CP − C¯P ),
C′ps = −
1
1 + 3λ2
E0
2M
Im(CP − C¯P ) = −1.17× 10−4 Im(CP − C¯P ). (6)
The numerical values are obtained at λ = −1.27641, me = 0.511MeV and M = (mn +mp)/2 = 938.918MeV [15].
4Then, ζe is a 4–polarization vector of the electron [32]
ζe = (ζ
0
e ,
~ζe) =
(~ξe · ~ke
me
, ~ξe +
~ke(~ξe · ~ke)
me(Ee +me)
)
(7)
obeying the constraints ζ2e = −~ξ 2e = −1 and ke · ζe = 0. The right-hand-side (r.h.s.) of Eq.(5) can be transcribed into
the form
d5δλn(Ee, ~ke, ~kν¯ , ~ξn, ~ξe)
dEedΩedΩν¯
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
{
Cps
[
λ
(Eν¯
E0
me
Ee
+
me
E0
~ke · ~kν¯
EeEν¯
−me
E0
~ξe · ~ke
Ee
−
(
1− m
2
e
E0Ee
) ~ξe · ~kν¯
Eν¯
+
(
1 +
me
E0
) (~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)EeEν¯
)
+
(
− me
E0
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
− me
E0
Eν¯
Ee
~ξn · ~kν¯
Eν¯
+
Ee
E0
(~ξn · ~ke)
Ee
× (
~ξe · ~kν¯)
Eν¯
+
Eν¯
E0
(~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~kν¯)
E2ν¯
− Ee
E0
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)E2eEν¯
− Eν¯
E0
(~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)EeE2ν¯
)
+ λ
(EeEν¯ − k2e
EeE0
× (~ξn · ~ξe) + Ee − Eν¯
E0
(~ξn · ~ξe)(~ke · ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
+
Ee − Eν¯ +me
E0
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ξe · ~ke)
(Ee +me)Ee
− me
E0
(~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~ke)
EeEν¯
+
Eν¯
E0
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ξe · ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
−Eν¯
E0
(~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~kν¯)
E2ν¯
− Ee
E0
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)E2eEν¯
+
Eν¯
E0
(~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)EeE2ν¯
)]
+ C′ps
[
− Ee
E0
~ξe · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξn · ~ke)
E2eEν¯
−Eν¯
E0
~ξe · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξn · ~kν¯)
EeE2ν¯
+ λ
(~ξe · (~ke × ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
+
me
E0
~ξn · (~ke × ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
+
Ee
E0
~ξn · (~ξe × ~ke)
Ee
+
Eν¯
E0
~ξn · (~ξe × ~kν¯)
Eν¯
−Ee
E0
~ξn · (~ξe × ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
E2eEν¯
− Eν¯
E0
~ξn · (~ξe × ~kν¯)(~ke · ~kν¯)
EeE2ν¯
+
Eν¯
E0
~ξn · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~kν¯)
EeE2ν¯
− Eν¯
E0
~ξn · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~ke)
(Ee +me)EeEν¯
)]}
. (8)
We obtain thr following contributions to the correlation coefficients
δζps(Ee) = 0 , δbps(Ee) = Cps λ
E0 − Ee
E0
, δaps(Ee) = Cps λ
me
E0
, δAps(Ee) = −Cps me
E0
,
δBps(Ee) = −Cps me
E0
E0 − Ee
Ee
, δKnps(Ee) = δQnps(Ee) = 0 , δGps(Ee) = −Cps λ me
E0
,
δHps(Ee) = −Cps λ
(
1− m
2
e
E0Ee
)
, δQeps(Ee) = Cps
(
λ
2Ee − E0 +me
E0
+ (λ − 1) 1
3
E0 − Ee
E0
)
,
δKeps(Ee) = Cps λ
(
1 +
me
E0
)
, δN(Ee) = Cps
(
λ
−2E2e + E0Ee +m2e
E0Ee
+ (1− λ) 1
3
E0 − Ee
E0
)
,
δDps(Ee) = C
′
ps λ
me
E0
, δRps(Ee) = C
′
ps
(
− λ Ee
E0
+ (1 + 2λ)
1
3
E0 − Ee
E0
)
, δLps(Ee) = C
′
ps λ. (9)
In terms of corrections to the correlation coefficients Eq.(9) the correction to the electron–energy and angular distri-
bution Eq.(8) is
d5δλn(Ee, ~ke, ~kν¯ , ~ξn, ~ξe)
dEedΩedΩν¯
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
{
δbps
me
Ee
+ δaps(Ee)
~ke · ~kν¯
EeEν¯
+δAps(Ee)
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
+ δBps(Ee)
~ξn · ~kν¯
Eν¯
+ δGps(Ee)
~ξe · ~ke
Ee
+ δHps(Ee)
~ξe · ~kν¯
Eν¯
+ δQeps(Ee)
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~ξe)
(Ee +me)Ee
+ δKeps(Ee)
× (
~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)EeEν¯
+ δNps(Ee) (~ξn · ~ξe) + δRps
~ξn · (~ke × ~ξe)
Ee
+ δLps
~ξn · (~ke × ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
+ Cps
[
λ
E0 − Ee
E0
(~ξn · ~ξe)(~ke · ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
+
(1− λ)Ee + λE0
E0
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ξe · ~kν¯)
EeEν¯
− λ me
E0
(~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~ke)
EeEν¯
− (1 + λ)Ee
E0
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ξe · ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
(Ee +me)E2eEν¯
+ (1− λ) E0 − Ee
E0
×
((~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~kν¯)
E2ν¯
− 1
3
~ξn · ~ξe
)
+ (λ − 1) E0 − Ee
E0
((~ξn · ~kν¯)(~ke · ~kν¯)
E2ν¯
− 1
3
~ξn · ~ke
) (~ξe · ~ke)
(Ee +me)Ee
]
+ C′ps
[
− Ee
E0
×
~ξe · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξn · ~ke)
E2eEν¯
+ λ
E0 − Ee
E0
~ξn · (~ξe × ~kν¯)
Eν¯
− λ Ee
E0
~ξn · (~ξe × ~ke)(~ke · ~kν¯)
E2eEν¯
− λ E0 − Ee
E0
~ξn · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~ke)
(Ee +me)EeEν¯
5−E0 − Ee
E0
(~ξe · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξn · ~kν¯)
EeE2ν¯
− 1
3
~ξe · (~ke × ~ξn)
Ee
)
− λ E0 − Ee
E0
(~ξn · (~ξe × ~kν¯)(~ke · ~kν¯)
EeE2ν¯
− 1
3
~ξn · (~ξe × ~ke)
Ee
)
+λ
E0 − Ee
E0
(~ξn · (~ke × ~kν¯)(~ξe · ~kν¯)
EeE2ν¯
− 1
3
~ξn · (~ke × ~ξe)
Ee
)]}
. (10)
This electron–energy and angular distribution can be used for experimental analyses of asymmetries and correlation
coefficients of the neutron β−–decays with experimental uncertainties of a few parts of 10−5 [39].
IV. DISCUSSION
The corrections of order 10−5, calculated within the SM, are needed as a SM theoretical background for experimental
searches of interactions beyond the SM in terms of asymmetries and correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decays
[11–13]. An experimental accuracy of about a few parts of 10−5 or even better, which is required for experimental
analyses of interactions beyond the SM of order 10−4, can be reachable at present time [39]. In this paper we have
continued the analysis of corrections of order 10−5 to the correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decays, which
we have begun in [14]. However, in comparison with [14], where we have calculated radiative corrections of order
O(αEe/M) ∼ 10−5, in this paper we have taken into account the contributions of strong low–energy interactions in
terms of the one–pion–pole exchange. In addition we have taken into account also the contributions of the pseu-
doscalar interaction beyond the SM [19]–[24]. In the non–relativistic approximation for the neutron and proton such
a pseudoscalar interaction has the same structure as the one–pion–pole exchange. We have shown that the strength
of contributions of the one-pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM to the correlation
coefficients of the electron–energy and angular distribution of the neutron β−–decay with polarized neutron and elec-
tron and an unpolarized proton are defined by two effective coupling constants Cps and C
′
ps (see Eq.(5)), which are
equal to Cps = −1.47× 10−5 − 1.17× 10−4Re(Cp − C¯P ) and C′ps = −1.17× 10−4 Im(Cp − C¯P ), where the first term
in Cps is caused by the one–pion–pole exchange. At the neglect of the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM the
contribution of strong low–energy interactions in terms of the one–pion–pole exchange is of about 10−5. The account
for the contributions of the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM can fully screen the contribution of the one–pion–
pole exchange or the contribution of strong low–energy interactions at Cps = 0 and Re(Cp − C¯P ) = −0.125641. In
turn, in case of |Re(Cp − C¯P )| ∼ 1 the effective coupling constant Cps is of order |Cps| ∼ 10−4, and the contribution
of the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM should dominate. The exact analytical expressions of the corrections,
caused by the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM given in Eq.(9), can be prac-
tically distinguished with experimental accuracies of about a few parts of 10−5 or even better [39] in comparison with
contributions caused by the second class hadronic currents or G–odd correlations, calculated by Gardner and Plaster
[30] and Ivanov et al. [12, 13]. Apart from the contribution δbps to the Fierz interference term, which has been
calculated by Gonza´lez-Alonso and Camalich [45] but without a contribution of the one–pion–pole exchange, all other
corrections induced by the one–pion–pole exchange and the pseudoscalar interaction beyond the SM are calculated in
our paper for the first time in literature. It is interesting to notice that in case of vanishing tensor and pseudoscalar
interactions beyond the SM the Fierz interference term should be induced in the form b = 1.88× 10−5 (E0 − Ee)/E0
by the one–pion–pole exchange, caused by strong low–energy interactions.
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